In this paper, we introduce a novel data model for representing symbolic trajectories along with a pattern language enabling both the matching and the rewriting of trajectories. We illustrate in particular the trajectory data type and two operations for querying symbolic trajectories inside the database system Secondo. As an important application of our theory, the classification and depiction of a set of real trajectories according to several criteria is demonstrated.
Introduction
Recently, pattern matching with movement history has been studied extensively [1, 2] . Since raw GPS records are inconvenient for most matching applications, [3, 4, 5] and especially [6] focus on trajectories containing semantic information.
A symbolic trajectory is a sequence of temporally annotated labels each of which is a semantically meaningful description, e.g., a street or city name, an activity, or a means of transportation. Inside our database system Secondo [7,8], a symbolic trajectory is called a moving label, since similar data types (moving point, moving real, etc.) are supported. Secondo converts GPS data into a moving label by matching the segments onto a map and storing the according street names from OpenStreetMap [9] . For ease of exposition, we provide a short movement history of a person inside the city of Dortmund in nested list syntax: ((("2012-03-31-13:17:01" "2012-03-31-13:18 :21" TRUE FALSE) "Hansastr.") (("2012-03-31-13:18:21" "2012-03-31-13:20 :37" TRUE FALSE) "Kampstr.") (("2012-03-31-13:20:37" "2012-03-31-13:21:07" TRUE FALSE) "Brueckstr.") (("2012-03-31-13:21:07" "2012-03-31-13:21:47" TRUE FALSE) "Hohe Luft") (("2012-03-31-13:21:47" "2012-03-31-13:21 :57" TRUE FALSE) "Bissenkamp")) Each line of the quoted moving label corresponds to a so-called unit label, i.e., a combination of a time interval and a description. The boolean expressions indicate whether the start and end instant belong to the interval, respectively.
We created and implemented the operators matches and rewrite, the former for matching and the latter for rewriting a symbolic trajectory, both available in Secondo. For using the first one, the user has to provide a mobility pattern, arbitrarily many additional conditions, and a symbolic trajectory. The result is true if and only if the specified pattern matches the trajectory, thus the operator yields a boolean value and may be applied as a selection criterion for filtering trajectories fulfilling a specific pattern -and related conditions, if specifiedfrom a large database relation. For example, from all the trips of a person during the last 12 months, we may obtain exactly the paths from home to work.
The second operator requires the same input as matches, extended by a rewrite part consisting of result variables and optional assignments. Again, a matching decision is computed, but rewrite focuses on the fact that there may be numerous matching possibilities (e.g., if a place is visited repeatedly inside a trajectory). Its result is a set of moving labels, more exactly, according to the selection of the user, a specific part of the trajectory is returned, and due to the possible matching ambiguity, there may be several results. In addition, these results can be rewritten in order to enrich them with further knowledge.
The main contributions of our research, compared to the abovementioned related work, are the expressiveness of our pattern language allowing the use of Secondo database queries for filtering moving labels as well as the ability to rewrite parts of the moving label. The latter enables the user to classify large sets of symbolic trajectories concerning business trips to particular customers, migration behaviors of different bird species, positions of components for an automatic manufacturing process, or private journeys to special destinations. A comprehensive example is presented below.
In Section 2, we introduce the pattern language for matching and rewriting a symbolic trajectory. The demonstration is reported in Section 3.
Pattern Language
This section is dedicated to the language for specifying a matches or rewrite query in Secondo. As mentioned above, we distinguish four parts of the input. This and the next section refer to the following example: X (_ "Alte Teichstr.") Y * Z (_ "Alte Teichstr.") // get_duration(X.time) + get_duration(Y.time) + get_duration(Z.time) < (duration (0 1200000)) => A // A.label := "short walk", A.start := X.start, A.end := Z.end Unit Patterns. We consider the first query line until // containing a sequence of unit patterns, each of which may be assigned a variable by prepending it. For both operators, this part is crucial for the matching decision and thus mandatory. Each unit pattern has one of the forms (t l), ((t l)), +, or * , where t is a time interval either in semantic or in numerical form (e.g., afternoon, 2012-05-12~2012-05-13-23:45:00) and l is a label. 1 A simple pattern (t l) matches a unit label (t u l u ) if and only if t u ⊂ t and l = l u . An underscore acts as a wildcard, i.e., guarantees a time or label match, respectively. The second form has the same matching criteria but refers to one or more unit labels, as long as a matching is possible. The two remaining alternatives match any sequence of unit labels and differ insofar as * may also match no unit label at all.
The values of the assigned variables are accessed in the following parts.
